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The New Christian Traveler's Guide to
the Holy Land
This concise, witty, and readable guide is an ideal
companion for travelers to the Holy Land. Based on
Murphy-O'Connor's many years of directing
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archaeological field trips, this guide gives clear
directions about how to find sites and monuments of
interest, from Stone Age Caves and Roman roads to
the grandiose buildings of Herod the Great and
Byzantine churches and synagogues. This new edition
has maps and detailed site plans on nearly every
page and includes the reports of the most recent
excavations. As well as treating the sites that
everyone should see, Murphy-O'Connor encourages
visitors to leave the beaten track to discover the
amazing variety of the Holy Land's cultural riches.

Keys to Jerusalem
Knowing the Land helps us understand the Book in
new and vivid ways. Charles Dyer, a Bible scholar and
licensed tour guide for Israel, and Greg Hatteberg,
graduate of the Institute of Holy Land Studies in
Jerusalem, created this reference guide for pilgrims
who want to deepen the spiritual impact of their trip
to Israel, as well as other travelers who just want to
know more: Where did Jesus walk? Where is King
David buried? Where is Mt. Sinai? You¿ll find detailed
information about five key Bible lands: Israel, Egypt,
Greece, Jordan, and Turkey. This guide includes a full
color 32-page photo insert, practical tips for travelers,
a 4-week prayer guide for preparing for your trip, and
detailed maps and an outline of Bible history. With
The New Christian Traveler¿s Guide to the Holy Land,
you¿ll see the Bible through a new set of geographical
lenses.

Israel
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The Oxford Illustrated History of the Holy Land covers
the 3,000 years which saw the rise of Judaism,
Christianity, and Islam - and relates the familiar
stories of the sacred texts with the fruits of modern
scholarship. Beginning with the origins of the people
who became the Israel of theBible, it follows the
course of the ensuing millennia down to the time
when the Ottoman Empire succumbed to British and
French rule at the end of the First World War.Parts of
the story, especially as known from the Bible, will be
widely familiar. Less familiar are the ways in which
modern research, both from archaeology and from
other ancient sources, sometimes modify this story
historically. Better understanding, however, enables
us to appreciate crucialchapters in the story of the
Holy Land, such as how and why Judaism developed
in the way that it did from the earlier sovereign states
of Israel and Judah and the historical circumstances in
which Christianity emerged from its Jewish cradle.
Later parts of the story are vital not only for the
history of Islam and its relationships with the two
older religions, but also for the development of
pilgrimage and religious tourism, as well as the
notions of sacred space and of holy books with which
we are still familiar today. From the time ofNapoleon
on, European powers came increasingly to develop
both cultural and political interest in the region,
culminating in the British and French conquests which
carved out the modern states of the Middle East.
Sensitive to the concerns of those for whom the
sacred books of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam are of
paramount religious authority, the authors all try
sympathetically to show how historical information
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from other sources, as well as scholarly study of the
texts themselves, enriches ourunderstanding of the
history of the region and its prominent position in the
world's cultural and intellectual history.

The Teutonic Knights in the Holy Land,
1190-1291
This is the first systematic investigation of the
settlers' attempts to seek support for their vital role
as defenders of the Holy Land. Jonathan Phillips draws
together a disparate range of evidence to show how
they turned to western Europe, and to a lesser extent
Byzantium, for help. As attitudes and strategies
evolved, the settlers' approach became increasingly
sophisticated, peaking during the reign of King
Amalric of Jerusalem (1163-1174), when diplomatic
activity was particularly intense.

The Holy Land
This is a highly illustrated, visually led guide through
the story of the Holy Land, from Bible times to the
present day. The Holy Land frequently features in
today's headlines as a much fought-for territory. Many
know part of its story, as recounted in the Bible, but
what happened after Jesus' time? This book explores
the Old Testament and New Testament history of the
Holy Land, as well as everything that happened
later--the Muslim conquest, the crusades, and the
modern rediscovery of Bible sites--unearthing the rich
layers of history of this sacred place.
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A New Testament Guide to the Holy Land
A lavishly illustrated volume traces three thousand
years of Jerusalem history from an archaeological
perspective, describing the events that surrounded
such objects as the bones of a crucified man and
Babylonian arrows. 25,000 first printing.

Gemstone of Paradise
A detailed study of the Teutonic Knights in the Holy
Land, covering both their military and administrative
affairs.

DAME KATHLEEN KENYON
Paul, the apostle was one of the most controversial
figures of the ancient world. In this reconstruction of
his life Jerome Murphy-O'Connor combines evidence
from classical studies, biblical studies, ancient history
and archaeology to present a realistic biography of
Christianity's flawed hero.

Paul and the Dead Sea Scrolls
Jesus and the Land is an attempt to reconstruct the
life of Jesus based on insights gained from the land.
How did Jesus' ministry begin? What led him from
Nazareth and exclusive Judaism to Capernaum and
inclusive Hillilian Judaism? What events led to the
increase of his popularity,and how did this popularity
result in his eventual execution? --from the foreword
by the author Key Features: Expands on a successful
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project, buliding on a proven winner, Focuses on the
historical and archeological evidence available to
uncover insights into the context of Jesus' ministry,
Written in a clear, accessible style Key Benefits: *
Helps the reader understand some of the historical
background behind the gospel accounts * Assists the
reader in learning about the cultural context of Jesus'
life and ministry * Makes some of the insights of
biblical history and archeology available to a broad
audience, without requiring technical knowledge of
the field

Churches and Monasteries in the Holy
Land
The Palestine Exploration Fund (PEF) is the oldest
exploration society of the Levant which is active
today. Since its founding meeting in 1865 in
Westminster Abbey of London, the PEF scholars have
conducted systematic exploration of Jerusalem and
the Holy Land. Prominent archaeologists such as C.W.
Wilson, C. Warren, C. Schick, C. Conder, W.M.F Petrie,
H. Kitchener, and R.A.S Macalister, were sent to dig
the Holy Land on behalf of the PEF. A remarkable
enterprise carried out by the PEF, in cooperation with
the Royal Engineers, was the first precise scientific
survey of the region - The Survey of the Western
Palestine - which yielded the pioneering high-quality
detailed maps of the Holy Land. Marking the 150
years since the PEF emerged, the studies collected in
this volume provide a retrospective on the
endeavours in the light of the findings of the
contemporary archaeological research.
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Caring for the 'Holy Land'
The round and octagonal churches of Jerusalem were
the earliest of their kind. Powerful, monumental
structures, recalling imperial mausolea and temples,
they enshrined the holiest sites of Christianity.
Constantine himself ordered the building of the first
ones immediately after the council of Nicaea (325),
his main objective being the authentication of Jesus's
existence in Jerusalem in accordance with the
council's resolutions, but the sites he chose in
Palestine also obliterated reminiscences of Jewish or
Pagan domination. Holy Sites Encircled demonstrates
that all four concentric churches of Jerusalem
encircled new holy sites exclusively relating to the
corporeal existence of Jesus or Mary, and that they
were self-contained, and apse-less because the
liturgy, including the Mass, was performed from the
venerated centre. Offering intimate concentric
spaces, as well as perpetual processions around these
sites, they promoted the development of new feasts,
shaping the city's liturgy and that of the whole
Christian world. They were found especially suitable
to compete with former religious landmarks and
therefore many of their descendants outside
Jerusalem were cathedrals. This volume begins with
the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, which replaced a
pagan temple in Jerusalem city centre, and concludes
with the Dome of the Rock, a unique Muslim
structure, which was built by the Ummayads on the
very site of the ruined Jewish Temple on Mount
Moriah, using the concentric architecture of Jerusalem
to establish their new authority. Illustrating how
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architectural form links together culture, politics, and
society it explores the perceptions and architectural
models that shaped these unusual churches and their
impact, in both ideas and design, on future
architecture.

The Aerial Atlas of the Holy Land
The Midi, between the Massif Central and the
Mediterranean, is the region of France that is richest
in archaeological treasures, and these are described
in the OAG to South France. The earliest of these date
back to the Palaeolithic period, some twenty thousand
years ago, when our ancestorswere decorating caves
and rock shelters with dramatic depictions of hunting
and ritual. Later human cultural evolution in the
region is represented by strongly defended hilltop
settlements and by impressive funeral mounds and
dolmens. Greek colonists arrived around 600 BC and
set up towns along thecoast, trading with the local
peoples, and these are the origins of the main towns
of the present day, such as Marseilles, Nice, and
Arles. The region was annexed by Rome in the 2nd
century BC and the prosperous new province was
endowed with many fine public buildings, such as the
amphitheatres and theatres at Arles, Nimes, and
Orange, the network of roads, and massive towns
walls, as at Carcassonne. In addition, there is plenty
ofevidence of more mundane aspects of daily life,
such as the water-mill at Barbegal, the potteries of La
Graufesenque, and the houses of the town dwellers at
Vaison-la-Romaine.
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An Illustrated Guide to the Holy Land for
Tour Groups, Students, and Pilgrims
"In the heart of the ancient Near East (modern Middle
East) and at a crossroads between once mighty
powers such as Assyria to the east and Egypt to the
south is a tiny piece of land -- roughly the size of New
Jersey -- that is as contested as it is sacred. One
cannot even name this territory without sparking
controversy. Originally called Canaan after its early
inhabitants (the Canaanites), it has since been known
by various names. To Jews this is Eretz-Israel (the
Land of Israel), the Promised Land described by the
Hebrew Bible as flowing with milk and honey. To
Christians it is the Holy Land where Jesus Christ -- the
messiah or anointed one -- was born, preached, and
offered himself as the ultimate sacrifice. Under the
Greeks and Romans, it was the province of Judea, a
name which hearkened back to the biblical kingdom
of Judah. After the Bar-Kokhba revolt ended in 135
C.E., Hadrian renamed the province Syria-Palestina,
reviving the memory of the long-vanished kingdom of
Philistia. Under early Islamic rule the military district
(jund) of Filastin was part of the province of Greater
Syria (Arabic Bilad al-Sham). In this book, the term
Palestine is used to denote the area encompassing
the modern state of Israel, the Hashemite kingdom of
Jordan, and the Palestinian territories"--

Exploring the Holy Land
Greece
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Text, pictures, photographs, and maps present the
history of the Jews in Judea from the reign of Herod
the Great through the governance of Pontius Pilate to
the destruction of the Temple and the siege at
Masada.

Distant Views of the Holy Land
The city of Rome is the largest archaeological site in
the world, capital and showcase of the Roman Empire
and the centre of Christian Europe. This guide
provides: · Coverage of all the important sites in the
city from 800 BC to AD 600 and the start of the early
middle ages, drawing on the latest discoveries and
the best of recent scholarship · Over 220 high-quality
maps, site plans, diagrams and photographs · Sites
divided into fourteen main areas, with star ratings to
help you plan and prioritize your visit: Roman Forum;
Upper Via Sacra; Palatine; Imperial Forums; Campus
Martius; Capitoline Hill; Circus Flaminius to Circus
Maximus; Colosseum and Esquiline hill; Caelian hill
and the inner via Appia; Lateran to Porta Maggiore;
Viminal hill; Pyramid to Testaccio; the outer via Appia;
other outlying sites; Museums and Catacombs. ·
Introduction offering essential background to the
history and culture of ancient Rome, placing the city
in the context of the development of the empire,
highlighting the nature of Roman achievement, and
explaining how Rome came to be the largest city in
the ancient world. · Comprehensive glossaries of
Rome's building materials, techniques and building
types, a chronological table of kings, emperors, and
the early popes, information about opening times,
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references and suggestions for further reading and a
detailed user-friendly index. For this new edition the
original text has been extensively revised, adding
over 20 more sites and illustrations, the itineraries
have been re-organized and expanded to suit the
many changes that have taken place in the past
decade, and the practical information and references
have been fully updated.

Jerusalem
Spain's opulent mixture of cultures and religions have
left it rich with notable sites for the traveler to
explore, from the Arab Walls of Madrid to the Roman
hippodrome in Toledo, from the palace complex of
Saville to the Islamic fortress in Malaga. Diagrams &
Maps.

Romanesque Saints, Shrines, and
Pilgrimage
In the first full-length biography of Kenyon, excavator
of Jerusalem, Jericho, and Great Zimbabwe and the
most influential woman archaeologist of the 20th
century, Miriam Davis recounts not only her many
achievements in the field but also her personal side,
known to very few of her contemporaries.

Spain
Of immense significance to Judaism, Christianity, and
Islam, the Holy Land has been attracting visitors since
the fifth century BC. Covering all the main sites both
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in the city of Jerusalem and throughout the Holy Land
and including over 150 high quality site plans, maps,
diagrams, and photographs, this book provides the
ultimate visitor guide to the rich archaeological
heritage of the region. Fully updated with all the
latest information, this new edition includes updates
on the crucial recent developments at the Holy
Sepulchre and on six completely new sites, including
a Middle Bronze Age water system in Jerusalem and
what may be the original Pool of Siloam.

Defenders of the Holy Land
Photographs, maps, and diagrams complement
scholarly articles treating the geography of
Palestinian excavation sites of the past century,
archaeological methods and the biblical significance
of the artifacts discovered. Bibliogs

The Holy Land
As a lifelong student of Scripture, Kathie Lee Gifford
has always desired a deeper understanding of God’s
Word and a deeper knowledge of God Himself. But it
wasn’t until she began studying the biblical texts in
their original Hebrew and Greek—along with actually
hiking the ancient paths of Israel—that she found the
fulfillment of those desires. Now you can walk with
Kathie on a journey through the spiritual foundations
of her faith: The Rock (Jesus Christ): Hear directly
from Kathie about her life-changing and everdeepening connection with Jesus, the Lover of her
soul. The Road (Israel): Explore dozens of ancient
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landmarks and historical sites from Israel, the
promised land of God’s covenant. The Rabbi (God’s
Word): Go beyond a “Sunday school” approach to the
Bible by digging into the original languages and
deeper meanings of the Holy Scriptures. As you
journey through The Rock, The Road, and The Rabbi,
you’ll also find additional content from Messianic
Rabbi Jason Sobel throughout the book. Jason’s
insight into the Hebrew language, culture, and
heritage will open your eyes to the Bible like never
before. Come! Begin your journey toward a deeper
faith through The Rock, the Road, and the Rabbi.

The Holy Land
Jerome Murphy-O'Connor's reputation as a recognized
expert on the Corinthian correspondence has been
built on the original solutions he has offered to
perennial problems. Brought together for the first
time in one volume, each of the sixteen articles
anthologised here deals with one or more verses in 1
Corinthians that have baffled scholars for generations.
Throughout the collection the author dialogues with
the opinions of colleagues, responding to and building
on their accurate observations, and explaining in
detail why certain solutions are viable whilst others
are implausible. A newly written 'reception history'
has been appended to each article to bring the
collection completely up to date. Although not a
commentary on 1 Corinthians, this volume deals
thoroughly with all the major problems of the most
interesting of the Pauline letters.
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Jesus and Paul
Here Jerome Murphy-O'Connor presents a completely
new, and much more vivid and dramatic account of
the life of Paul than has ever previously been
attempted. From his childhood in Tarsus and his years
as a student in Jerusalem to the successes and
failures of his ministry, this biography has no peer in
terms of its detailed reconstructions of Paul's
movements and motives.Traditionally, the Acts of the
Apostles has provided the framework for the lives of
Paul. In recent years, however, the historical value of
the Acts has been called into question. Despite the
accuracy of many details, they have been linked in
ways which reflect the interests of Luke rather than
objective reality. Critical assessment is called for if
they are to be incorporated into a life of Paul.The
prime source for a reconstruction of the Apostle's life
must be his own writings. Recent advances in the
study of the letters have brought to light new depths
which enables them to be used for biographical
purposes. The originality of this book lies in the
combination of these two approaches, which are
reinforced by close attention to the social and cultural
aspects of Paul's ministry as revealed by archaeology
and contemporary texts--and it transforms a fountain
of theological ideas into ahuman being.

The Archaeology of the Holy Land
As the geographic heart and soul of Judaism, Islam,
and Christianity, the Holy Land has immense
significance for the millions of visitors each year. But
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since the fifth century BC, enthusiastic and curious
people have needed a guide as they travel to see the
sites for themselves. This book is different because it
not only gives the historical, archaeological
descriptions wedded to the biblical text, but it is an
appropriate resource for spiritual formation and crosscultural dialog. Packed with the latest information,
this book locates and introduces the reader to popular
and less-familiar sites such as Bethlehem, Shepherds’
Field, Church of the Nativity, Roman Catholic Church
of St. Catherine, the Herodium, Mount of Olives, Old
City of Jerusalem, Wadi Kelt, Mt. Sinai, Church of the
Holy Sepulchre, the site of Church of St. Mary of the
Latins, Temple Mount, El-Aksa Mosque, Dome of the
Rock, Hezekiah's Tunnel, the traditional place of the
Last Supper, Siloam Pool, the traditional tomb of King
David, the house of Caiphas the High Priest, Shrine of
the Book, Herod's Antonio Fortress, Golgotha,
Bethany, Tomb of Lazarus, Bethphage, Pater Noster
Church, Gethsemane, and many others. Each entry
explains the history and topography of the site as well
as its function and significance as it is linked to the
relevant biblical passages. This book will not only
inform you but help you better understand your faith.
Journey to the Holy Land with indispensable
archaeological information linked to the biblical story.

Following Egeria: A Modern Pilgrim in
the Holy Land
The story of the Holy Grail has gripped the
imaginations of millions since it first appeared in
medieval romances, among them Wolfram von
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Eschenbach's Middle High German Parzival (c. 1210).
Strangely, the Grail is identified in Parzival not as a
cup or dish, but as a stone. This oddity is usually
interpreted merely as further evidence of the
difficulty of discerning the true sources of the Grail
legend. G. Ronald Murphy seeks to illuminate this
mystery and to enable a far better appreciation of
Wolfram's insight into the nature of the Grail and its
relationship to the Crusades. Wolfram's -sacred stonewas in fact a consecrated altar, precious by virtue of
the sacrament but also, Murphy argues, by virtue of
the material from which it was made: a precious
green stone associated with the rivers of Paradise.
Parzival, Murphy believes, was intended as an
argument against continued efforts by Latin
Christians to recover the Sepulchre by force. In
Wolfram's story, warring Christians and Muslims are
brought together in peace by the power of the Grail a stone Murphy believes still exists. An entirely
original reading of Wolfram's famous text, this
engrossing and accessible book appeals not only to
scholars and students of medieval literature but to
anyone who is drawn to the lasting mystery of the
Holy Grail.

Keys to First Corinthians
In the fourth century, a nun named Egeria traveled
through the Holy Land and kept a diary of her
experiences. In the twenty-first century, Fr. Lawrence
Farley followed partially in her footsteps and wrote his
own account of how he experienced the holy sites as
they are today. Whether you're planning your own
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pilgrimage or want to read about places you may
never go, Following Egeria will inform and inspire you.

Jesus, A Visual History
This book for both pilgrims and armchair travelers is a
unique introduction to the holy sites of Israel and
explains both the physical and spiritual aspects of
these areas. Fr. Kilgallen describes each site's
geographical and archeological importance, then cites
Gospel passages that reveal the area's significance in
Jesus' life. 29 maps and photos.

The Archaeology of the Holy Land
The Holy Land has been an enduring magnet for
visitors seeking to retrace the footsteps of biblical
prophets, kings and saints and to glimpse the setting
of events recorded in the Scriptures. This book offers
a selection of over 350 early photographs, paintings,
and drawings of the length and breadth of the Holy
Land from the rich repository of images in the
archives of the Palestine Exploration Fund. As these
images were produced before modern development
impacted on these landscapes they are an invaluable
resource. The pictures are accompanied by 7 maps
and plans showing the locations depicted and a
commentary describing the biblical context, informed
by up-to-date scholarship. The book is divided into
five chapters; an introduction which includes a brief
account of pilgrimage to the Holy Land through the
ages, followed by a series of geographical 'tours'
through Galilee, Samaria, and Judea and Philistia,
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before culminating with a focus on the two main sites
of interest for the traveller: Bethlehem and Jerusalem.
While often very beautiful in their own right, the
pictures also reflect the interest and sensibilities of
the photographers and those who collected them, and
capture the opposing undercurrents of scientific
enquiry and piety characteristic of 19th Century
European society. In the case of the photographers
engaged by the PEF, a striving for objectivity is
strikingly evident in their work.

Paul
A breathtaking flight over the great historical sites of
the Holy Land with an explanation of their rich
historical, biblical, and cultural significance.

The Oxford Illustrated History of the Holy
Land
A trip to the Holy Land is on the bucket list of many
Christians. But planning a meaningful trip in a place
so filled with significant sites is an imposing task.
Most travel guides are not prepared to link the Bible
and land in an accurate and meaningful way because
they are written for people of all faiths. So how can a
Christian traveler prepare a trip that will illuminate
God's Word and reveal the Lord's presence? In The
Holy Land for Christian Travelers, John A. Beck
provides a guide to the Holy Land for Christians with
explanations of the biblical significance of important
sites. The entries provide key Scripture references for
reflection and a guide to the land that will encourage
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communion with God and a genuine spiritual
experience for travelers as they walk in the footsteps
of Jesus. A trip to the Holy Land can be a worshipfilled, once-in-a-lifetime spiritual journey. This book
puts a biblical scholar and experienced Holy Land
guide at the reader's side.

Rome
What better way is there to become configured to
Christ than by following in His footsteps? A pilgrimage
to the Holy Land allows one to follow, quite literally, in
Our Lord's footsteps, to discover His homeland and
the cultural, linguistic, historical, and topographical
landscapes that reveal so much about Jesus Christ.
Come and See: A Catholic Guide to the Holy Land
accompanies pilgrims through holy sites in Galilee,
the Dead Sea, and Jerusalem. Contemplate the
mysteries of Our Lord's earthly life and ministry with
appropriate biblical texts and the testimonies of both
Roman historians and early Christian witnesses and
writers. Fr. Charles K. Samson's Come and See will be
a welcome companion for all who journey to the Holy
Land to better know and love Christ.

Holy Sites Encircled
In Israel, as in numerous countries of the global North,
Filipina women have been recruited in large numbers
for domestic work, typically as live-in caregivers for
the elderly. The case of Israel is unique in that the
country has a special significance as the ‘Holy Land’
for the predominantly devout Christian Filipina women
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and is at the center of an often violent conflict, which
affects Filipinos in many ways. In the literature,
migrant domestic workers are often described as
being subject to racial discrimination, labour
exploitation and exclusion from mainstream society.
Here, the author provides a more nuanced account
and shows how Filipina caregivers in Israel have
succeeded in creating their own collective spaces, as
well as negotiating rights and belonging. While
maintaining transnational ties and engaging in bordercrossing journeys, these women seek to fulfill their
dreams of a better life. During this process, new
socialities and subjectivities emerge that point to a
form of global citizenship in the making, consisting of
greater social, economic and political rights within a
highly gendered and racialized global economy.

Paul: A Critical Life
Surveys the history, archaeology, and theology of
Jerusalem, focusing on issues like the location of
important buildings and events in the life of Jesus that
took place in Jerusalem.

The Holy Land for Christian Travelers
Belying the assumption that there is nothing more to
discover about the similarities between Jesus and the
apostle Paul, Jerome Murphy-O 'Connor gives us this
enticing study. Extracting his information from a
variety of sources 'pagan, Jewish, and Christian
'Murphy-O 'Connor imaginatively interweaves
geographical, cultural, and historical elements into
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configurations that reveal important parallel
trajectories in the lives of Jesus and Paul. Murphy-O
'Connor begins by discussing the births, early years,
and family settings of Jesus and Paul. He continues
with an examination of their education, refugee
status, social class, economic position, political
circumstances, cultural influences, and conversion
experiences. Finally, he explores details surrounding
their deaths. In the end, Jesus and Paul: Parallel Lives
gives us incisive comparisons that include but also go
beyond the Scriptures to suggest novel ways of
picturing Jesus-Pal. Readers will appreciate the labors
of Murphy-O 'Connor to contextualize Jesus, the GodMan, alongside Paul, Man of God and Apostle to the
Gentiles 'and will thereby have a greater appreciation
for the missions of both. Jerome Murphy-O 'Connor,
OP, has been a Professor of New Testament at the
Ecole Biblique of Jerusalem since 1967. He has
lectured throughout the world and is the author of
numerous books, including the popular Oxford Press
archaeological guidebook, The Holy Land, as well as
Pal the Letter-Writer: His World, His Options, His Skills
and St. Paul's Corinth: Texts and Archeology, both
published by Liturgical Press.

Encyclopedia of Archaeological
Excavations in the Holy Land
The defining events of early Christianity are
memorialized in churches and monasteries
throughout the Holy Land, many of which date back
to ancient times. This beautiful book is a wonderful
written and visual guide to those religious monuments
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and the artistic treasures that lie within their walls.
The author, David Rapp, is an art historian and critic,
who opens a window into the fascinating geographicaltheological sphere where Christianity was conceived
and born. Each chapter features spectacular pictures
by Hanan Isachar, an acclaimed photographer.
Christianity’s roots extend deep into the earth of the
Holy Land. This book is dedicated to those who wish
to learn more about that heritage and the religious
sites that stand as testimonies to it.

Southern France
Jesus, A Visual History, offers a unique vantage point
into Jesus’ story, introducing readers to the historical
context of Gospel accounts. Its easy reading style,
thorough research, and visual presentation will leave
readers with a greater and lasting appreciation for
Jesus the Messiah. Maps and charts summarize and
visualize the events of Jesus’ life, along with full-color
photos and 19th-century black-and-white images of
the modern sites where biblical events took place. In
addition, original artwork researched for accuracy
illuminates Jesus’ life and work. This engaging,
visually-driven book will be valued by readers as an
accessible yet accurate invitation to better
understand both the Holy Land and the Savior who
walked it.

The Rock, the Road, and the Rabbi
This illustrated Guide written by experts offers up-todate descriptions and plans of over a hundred major
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and minor archaeological sites in mainland Greece,
dating from the Neolithic to the early Christian eras.
There is extensive background information on each
site and on the general history and archaeology of
Greece in this period.

Jesus & the Land
The 23 chapters in this volume explore the material
culture of sanctity in Latin Europe and the
Mediterranean between c. 1000 and c. 1220, with a
focus on the ways in which saints and relics were
enshrined, celebrated, and displayed. Reliquary cults
were particularly important during the Romanesque
period, both as a means of affirming or promoting
identity and as a conduit for the divine. This book
covers the geography of sainthood, the development
of spaces for reliquary display, the distribution of
saints across cities, the use of reliquaries to draw
attention to the attributes, and the virtues or miracleworking character of particular saints. Individual
essays range from case studies on Verona,
Hildesheim, Trondheim and Limoges, the mausoleum
of Lazarus at Autun, and the patronage of Mathilda of
Canossa, to reflections on local pilgrimage, the
deployment of saints as physical protectors, the use
of imagery where possession of a saint was disputed,
island sanctuaries, and the role of Templars and
Hospitallers in the promotion of relics from the Holy
Land. This book will serve historians and
archaeologists studying the Romanesque period, and
those interested in material culture and religious
practice in Latin Europe and the Mediterranean
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c.1000–c.1220.

The Story of the Holy Land
This biblical tour of the Holy Land will help you walk
the streets Jesus walked, visit the homes of the
prophets, gain insights into ancient mysteries, and
unlock well-loved passages of the Bible. Find out why
the land is called the "Fifth Gospel."

Come and See
"In the heart of the ancient Near East (modern Middle
East) and at a crossroads between once mighty
powers such as Assyria to the east and Egypt to the
south is a tiny piece of land -- roughly the size of New
Jersey -- that is as contested as it is sacred. One
cannot even name this territory without sparking
controversy. Originally called Canaan after its early
inhabitants (the Canaanites), it has since been known
by various names. To Jews this is Eretz-Israel (the
Land of Israel), the Promised Land described by the
Hebrew Bible as flowing with milk and honey. To
Christians it is the Holy Land where Jesus Christ -- the
messiah or anointed one -- was born, preached, and
offered himself as the ultimate sacrifice. Under the
Greeks and Romans, it was the province of Judea, a
name which hearkened back to the biblical kingdom
of Judah. After the Bar-Kokhba revolt ended in 135
C.E., Hadrian renamed the province Syria-Palestina,
reviving the memory of the long-vanished kingdom of
Philistia. Under early Islamic rule the military district
(jund) of Filastin was part of the province of Greater
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Syria (Arabic Bilad al-Sham). In this book, the term
Palestine is used to denote the area encompassing
the modern state of Israel, the Hashemite kingdom of
Jordan, and the Palestinian territories"--
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